VIRTUAL INTERACTIVE PROGRAMS

These programs are designed for visits to adult club meetings, adult social groups, nursing and assisted living homes, and senior centers. Our virtual learning opportunities are an enriching and entertaining experience. These 45 minute educational programs are perfect for smaller groups, but can easily be adapted for larger audiences.

Then & Now (45 minutes)
The Pittsburgh Zoo sure has changed since opening in 1898. This photographic presentation will guide participants through more than a century of growth. Seniors will enjoy seeing pictures of the past along with live animal presentations.

Animal Antics (45 minutes)
Unique times call for unique animal interactions! Participants will use Zoom to connect with 4-5 Education Animal Ambassadors. While meeting animals live on screen you’ll have the opportunity to ask the Zoo’s Education team questions about the animals, their care, and the Pittsburgh Zoo & PPG Aquarium.

Your Learning Adventures are generously sponsored by FedEx Ground.